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1. Abstract   
 
Eternal Bond's product philosophy is to express the unique relationship between people through NFT technology, an 
eternal technical method to describe the unique relationship between two parties. An NFT is medium to create the 
bond, and TOKAU Tokens are used to quantify the closeness (measure) of the relationship. The parties involved can 
enjoy the long-term benefits of the NFT by generating Tokau token rewards for the length and intensity of the 
relationship. Therefore, our slogan is: “Eternal Bond, reward your love.” 

  
On a technical level, Eternal Bond is a decentralized value network based on NFT. Users create a Bond with their 
favorite celebrities, lovers, relatives, partners, and even temples,  churches or mosques. Users and their beloved 
one can earn rewards by the value of the bond. 
Eternal Bond is a NFT product which is based on consensus layer, network layer, data layer, and incentive layer. It 
incorporates innovative concepts, innovative combinations of smart contracts, develops interactive functions, and 
gathers information about global stars. Take the Eternal Bond NFT of celebrities and fans as an example, it is 
distributed by well-known celebrities around the world, users can purchase fan card NFT, and various transaction 
modules based on Tokau can be continuously upgraded to enjoy oremore benefits provided by celebrities (for 
example, use Tokau Stakes products to get Tokau general-purpose ore NFT, this NFT has many functions which will 
be introduced in details later). One of the functions is that fans could achieve decentralized interaction with stars. 

 
Tokau is establishing a Joint Venture (JV) with Paybby Digital Bank, a US based Fintech, to be the merchant and 
distributor of NFTs made by celebrities.  This Company will sign celebrities and manage the creation, marketing and 
distribution of celebrity NFTs.  The JV will launch ecommerce sites to serve the market in the US and around the 
world.  Celebrity NFT Contracts will be designed to maximize the IP value to the holders and creators and integrate 
into the overall Tokau eternal bond ecosystem.  The JV will focus on maximizing the value of NFTs for the 
celebrities using the platform.   This will support the growth and value of the eternal bond. 
 

Concept  
Tokau Ore：Tokau Ore is a general-purpose NFT based on Tokau ecosystem. Ore generation is through participation 

of the Eternal Bond and mining TOKAU Tokens. The number of ore obtained depends on staking time and how many 

tokens staked or how much the activity there is between celebrities and users. Events such as mystery boxes offer 

players chances to get ore NFT. Ore NFT is the only energy source for upgrading celebrity fan cards. It is a medium in 
the Eternal Bond ecosystem that can upgrade fan cards which includes some benefits. At the same time, Ore can 

also be used for powering up your staking mining ability. That is, In the mining incentive mode of the (Staking) 

mechanism, the calculation power is improved. In addition to obtaining ore NFT through staking and mystery box 

drawing events, users can also trade Ore freely in the Tokau secondary market to maintain the long-term operation 

of Tokau ecosystem; all trading modules in Tokau products support Ore due it’s universal attribute.  

 

Ore NFT usage scenario  

 *Scenario 1 

When you purchase celebrity NFTs which are issued in limited quantity, you can use the Ore NFTto change the name 
of the exclusive NFT to your preferred name. 

*Scenario 2: 

When you purchase an NFT that supports synthesis, you can use the Ore NFT to synthesize a new NFT to increase 
the value of the NFT. 

*Scenario 3: 



 

 

When you purchase an NFT with transfer rights, you can use the Ore NFT to transfer the rights to other users, and 
other users can get a scarce NFT for free (and the NFT is no longer on sale and can only be obtained through the 
transfer of rights) . 

*Scenario 4: 

When you purchase an upgradeable NFT, you can use the Ore NFT to upgrade the NFT you hold, making it more 
scarce. 

*Scenario 5: 

When you purchase a celebrity series NFT that is created by everybody, you can use the Ore NFT to change the 
content of the NFT, thus you become the creator of the celebrity series NFT, and get the royalties generated by the 
NFT you participated in creation. 

*Scenario 6: 

If you want to support the star/creator’s NFT issuance project, you can use the mineral NFT to participate in the 
star/creator’s NFT issuance project IDO. In the NFT project of the star/creator, you will get a corresponding 
proportion of royalties. 

*Scenario 7: 

If you want to participate in the decision-making of the star/creator’s NFT project, your ownership of NFR will give 
you the right to vote for the content and opportunity to manage decentralized project. 

Ore to Increase the use of computing power incentives: 

*Scenario 8: 

When you use tokens/NFT to participate in TOKAU pledge mining, you can use Ore NFT to increase the incentive 
computing power in pledge mining. 

*Scenario 9: 

When you participate in lucky draws such as one dollar to win the prize, you can use Ore NFT to increase your 
chances of winning. 

*Scenario 10: 

When you participate in the bonus pool activity, you can use the Ore NFT to increase your portion of share in the 
bonus pool and thus get more bonuses. 

*Scenario 11: 

When you participate in the blind box purchase NFT activity, you can use the Ore NFT to redeem the blind box NFT 
to increase the probability of obtaining a scarce NFT. 

*Scenario 12: 

In terms of NFT sales in the United States, the Ore will be used as a ticket to get a blind box or One dollar to win a 
prize 

 

Important：The only way to produce ore is Tokau staking 

TOKAU Token： TOKAU Token is a non-securitized token issued by Tokau. 



 

 

2. Eternal Bond Business Plan  
 

Business Value  
The core business value of Eternal Bond products is to convert the “loyal fans” of the world's first-tier stars, and 
other affinity relationships, into product users with a high conversion rate, and motivate investment in TOKAU 
Tokens and NFTs. 
The Eternal Bond product is a decentralized product designed to operate without any centralized control. Fans can 
express their relationship with celebrities through the fan card NFT, and independently interact with celebrity 
content on a decentralized basis. You can also enjoy long-term benefits through various trading functions. In the 
traditional fan economy, fans are only consumers. They cannot participate in the creation and management of 
celebrity-related content, nor can they obtain "visible" rewards from their relationship with celebrities. Eternal Bond 
is a breakthrough product and is a "circle-breaking product" built to fundamentally change the celebrity-fan 
relationship and create a celebrity fan circle. 
Since Eternal Bond is a quantitative indicator of the relationship between celebrities and fans, it can bring together 
casters, distributors and coordinators to achieve a decentralized governance mechanism for celebrity content. The 
product has built-in stake mining and general-purpose Ore tokens that creates a payout structure for all involved 
with the celebrity content.  With events like Lucky Drawing, and other various trading modules, Eternal Bond will 
can evolve into a unique decentralized ecosystem that self manages usage and compensation of celebrities, fans and 
partners. 
 

Decentralization of the Fan Economy  

In the fan economy, the relationship between celebrities and fans has always been centralized. Celebrities are 
content providers and fans are consumers. Blockchain technology provides more formats for consuming and 
transaction modes for the fan economy. The relationship between celebrities and fans can be diversified since 
Blockchain can create an autonomous system of smart contracts and accounting. In a decentralized ecosystem, fans 
can have multiple roles such as curators, producers, decision makers, communicators, consumers, etc., throughout 
the entire process of the fan economy, and the fan economy has richer business scenarios and products. Stars are 
key members of the decentralized ecosystem. They can not only serve as content providers, but also interact with 
fans in more ways. Blockchain provides security for the decentralized governance of this diversified star-fan 
relationship.  
 

Fiat Currency Payment Tech Support-Paybby 

 
Paybby, which is a black-owned, digital bank, was founded to better serve the underserved community and provide 
equal access to banking services by offering the latest technology and Fintech solutions.  Paybby is built to create 
an infrastructure and usage model for banking using the mobile phone that is part of the US national banking 
system.   With Paybby's partnership with TOKAU, fans in the US will be able to access exclusive NFT collection 
curated by famous celebrities, such as Russell Simmons and Snoop Dog, and NBA basketball superstar Allen Iverson. 

 

TOKAU has opened a currency payment channel for Tokau NFT products. The realization of this commercial 
cooperation has laid an important foundation for fans to become NFT holders/investors. 

 
Each transaction is Traceable---Guaranteed 



 

 

 
 



 

 

Eternal Bond Business Plan Development  
 
The development of Eternal Bond has three stages as follows: 
1.  The first stage, (b to b stage), is to establish cooperation with celebrities and NFTs. Through the sale of 
celebrity fan card NFTs, celebrities join the Tokau ecosystem and become creators, and fans can create Eternal Bond 
with the celebrities on the Tokau platform. The fans became the first users of Eternal Bond and they will promote 
NFT by their relationship with other fans. At this stage, we will try to cooperate with celebrities to distribute Ore 
tokens and give ore value to the Tokau ecosystem. We are committed to the research and development of Tokau 
products and the design of NFT transactions to establish a better economic model foundation for the Tokau 
ecosystem. 
 
 
2nd stage, (c to b stage): Fans can purchase Eternal Bond fan cards and bind them to the stars. You can get rewards 
by staking Tokau, and contribute the rewards to the star fund to help stars or other similar artists to create art, and 
gradually realize the decentralized fan-star cooperation relationship. At this stage, our goal is that every Eternal 
Bond celebrity realizes the self-initiation, self-operation, and self-propagation of fans. Because the celebrity fund is a 
decentralized governance mechanism based on blockchain technology, it has natural credibility. In this way, the 
traditional fan economy will be decentralized.  
 
 
3rd stage (c to c stage): By building the Tokau sidechain based on Binance Smart Chain, anyone can establish an 
Eternal Bond with another person or institution on Tokau. Moreover, both parties can obtain and share rewards by 
staking Tokau. In this way, Tokau realizes a new social form and quantifies the relationship between people in the 
Tokau meta-universe world with tokens. We believe NFT technology will become an innovative technical solution for 
social relations



 

 

3. NFT Trading Ecosystem 
 
In view of the complex supervision of digital currencies by U.S. laws, the use of tokau tokens is achieved indirectly 
through the use of ore in the NFT sales and upgrades.Tokau ore can be used in Various NFT transactions in the 
Eternal Bond ecosystem, and other currencies are also supported. In addition, Tokau, and Tokau/ Paybby JV will 
manage the signing and merchandising of celebrities. Profits earned by Tokau will be used to repurchase Tokau 
tokens and support a healthy ecosystem. With the continuous development and evolution of the Eternal Bond 
ecosystem, more types of NFT products and services will be produced, and all businesses in the ecosystem will 
eventually increase the application scenarios of Tokau and regularly destroy a certain percentage of tokens to make 
a healthy lasting ecosystem.  
 
Eternal Bond manages the digital assets of users in the ecosystem through the underlying Blockchain distributed 
ledger technology. A distributed ledger is a database that records transaction information, which is  shared and 
synchronized between multiple computers, without the need for centralized control. Eternal Bond provides 
irreplaceable NFT digital assets. Each Eternal Bond has a Token ID, owner info, information and content description 
of the caster. That is to say, the star, as the creator of the NFT, will be bound to the fans forever until the next 
occurrence of a transaction is recorded. It provides a guarantee for the safety of digital assets. 



 

 

 

4. Celebrity NFT Management Company (JV) 
 
Tokau is forming a JV with digital bank Paybby to create a US based NFT company that will be responsible to acquire 
NFT rights to celebrity contracts and exploit the value for the benefit of creators and the Tokau ecosystem.  The JV 
will be the NFT merchandiser and payment portal for consumers and fans.  The JV will operate an ecommerce site 
that accepts a full range of payment options and globally available.  It will also introduce rewards and benefits to 
users such as staking, integration with rewards programs and other ways for consumers to benefit.  The company 
will work with JV partner Paybby to meet the regulatory requirements such as KYC/AML and local tax requirements.  
As an owner of NFT rights, the company will seek to maximize the copyright value of assets, whether as a NFT or in 
other formats such as film, TV, music or forms of exploitation for digital media. 
 
Payment processing is an integral part of the NFT company to sell to consumers and pay the suppliers.  The 
company plans to develop a cryptocurrency business to support the sale of NFTs.  It will also create custodial assets 
business to become the trusted institution and support consumers that prefer central management.  At the same 
time, the Company will integrate with DeFi networks such as Bakery Swap and the Tokau decentralized NFT 
ecosystem to give creators and consumers the most possible options to own NFTs and seek maximum investment 
value.   
 
The revenue streams of the JV will be as follows: 

• Revenue share from the sale of NFTs 

• Payment processing fees 
• Custodial assets management fees (may be integrated in various ways) 

• Cryptocurrency and fiat exchange processing fees 

• Fees earned from staking supported cryptocurrencies 

• Listing fees for supporting third party NFT marketing and sale 

• Listing fees for adding new cryptocurrency types 

• Royalties and fees earned for developing IP from projects resulting from celebrity NFTs 
 
The company is launching with a roster of major celebrities selling NFTs.  Purchase of the NFTs will be available on 
an ecommerce site with payment by credit and debit cards. 
 
 
 
 

General-purpose Ore NFT 
TOKAU ore is a general-purpose nft based on the Tokau ecosystem, generated in BEP155 format. Ore NFT is the only 
energy source for Star Fan Card upgrades. It is a medium in the Eternal Bond ecosystem that supports upgrading fan 
cards to exchange ore benefits from celebrities. Ore tokens can also reinforce the computing power in the staking 
mining (the mining incentive method of the staking mechanism). You can increase your chances of winning in the 
Lucky Drawing event. The main production method of ore tokens is through TOKAU Token staking mining. The 
number of staked tokens and how long it will be staked determines the number of ore obtained. Events such as 
blind boxes held within a limited time will also provide the users with opportunity to obtain ore tokens. Users can 
also freely trade ore NFT in the Eternal Bond secondary market to maintain the long-term operation of the Tokau 
ecosystem: this general-purpose type cast with the BEP1155 contract is supported by all trading modules in the 
Eternal Bond product. The NFT based on the BEP721 contract and the BEP1155 contract promotes economic 
circulation in the Eternal Bond ecosystem. 
At the same time, in the third stage of the Eternal Bond ecosystem, in the business scenario of c to c, users can 
make friends through universal NFT, collaborate to create NFT, and earn oremore revenue. This type of NFT can 
carry various transactions and content that occur in the Eternal Bond ecosystem. 



 

 

 
 

 Staking Mining Mechanism 
In the Eternal Bond system, there are many different staking pools, you could choose to get corresponding value of 

the ore NFT instead of profit by the staking. The ore NFT has functions like trading, upgrading or for computing 

power enhancements. 

Eternal Bond will provide users with a regulator that allows them to adjust the output ratio of TOKAU to NFT after 

staking TOKAU, and users also have the option to staking Eternal Bond NFT, with the ability to adjust the amount 

and duration of the staking, the obtained ore NFT can be shared with stars or invested in the star foundation. This 

foundation is made for the creators. 

Supposing the return rate of TOKAU staking is R, the amount of TOKAU staking is Vi, the length of time of staking is 
Ti, and the number of users participating in staking is N, then the total amount of TOKAU obtained by the user 

through staking is: 

 

𝒏 

𝑽𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒔/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖 = + 𝑹 ∗ 𝑻𝒊 ∗ 𝑽𝒊 

𝒊7𝟏 

 

Suppose that the average value of the proportion of TOKAU converted to ORE from staking mining set by the user is 

A%, then the amount of TOKAU converted into an ORE is: 

 

𝑽𝒐𝒓𝒆/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖=𝑨% ∗ 𝑽𝒖𝒔𝒆𝒓𝒔/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖 

 

Eternal Bond Fan Card NFT & AMP & Upgrade Mechanism  
In the Eternal Bond ecosystem, every star issues a different level of fan card, which are divided into bronze card, 

silver card, gold card, black gold card, diamond card. Different levels of fan cards have different rights and benefits, 

and the depth of interaction with the stars are also different. Welfare NFT can take many forms, such as, to tie your 

personal information to the fan card and get regular push notifications for new works by the stars; Eligible to have 

group Zoom Lunch with the star, and even the opportunity to participate in the star's work. 

 

Eternal Bond Fan cards allow multiple interactions between fans and stars and between users and users, for 

instance, to permanently be attached to a star or other user by purchasing an Eternal Bond fan card or to get more 

benefits by upgrading your fan card with ore NFT. 

 

In addition to the economic value of the sale, Eternal Bond Fan card NFT can also use ore for long-term upgrades or 

exchange for different benefits to facilitate a staking transaction, and such fan card NFT also support secondary 

market transactions. 

 

Supposing that the USDT price of a particular type of Eternal Bond is Pi, the total number of shares sold by bond is 
Ni, and the set sales share proportion for stars is Ai%, then the total USDT revenue of the Eternal Bond system from 

the sale of Eternal Bond products is: 

 

𝒏 

𝑺𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅/𝒖𝒔𝒅𝒕 = + 𝑃𝐢 ∗ 𝑵𝒊 ∗ (𝟏 − 𝑨𝒊%) 

𝒊7𝟏 



 

 

 

If the real-time exchange rate for TOKAU/USDT is E, then the number of TOKAUs to be repurchased and destroyed 

by the platform is: 

𝑺𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖 = 𝑬 ∗ 𝑺𝒃𝒐𝒏𝒅/𝒖𝒔𝒅𝒕 

 
 

Lucky Drawing Mechanism 
In Eternal Bond, there are also lucky prizes for fans and players.  Such activities will be carried out through a 

decentralized raffle, with prizes ranging from NFT, special benefits for stars, NFT minerals, etc., which is also another 

type of transaction to obtain exclusive NFT and special benefits. Different from the traditional NFT sales, this kind of 

method is to mobilize consumers' consumption enthusiasm through low threshold participation amount, so as to 
improve the sales value of a single NFT. 

 

Free market of NFT with social attributes 
The Eternal Bond ecosystem supports a variety of NFT sales forms, including fixed price sales, blind box sales, British 

auction, and one-yuan drawing for NFT sales. Multiple forms of sales can be adapted to different sales strategies to 

increase the transaction volume of NFT. It is not only a diversified NFT trading platform, but also a secondary market 

which supports users' free trade. 

 

The free trading market in the Eternal Bond ecosystem is somewhat different from the traditional free trading 
market in the aspect of social attributes.  Users are allowed to sell and buy NFT. Users can display their NFT or put 

them on sale, launch an auction, and buy it from others. Social interaction, such as  to like, comment, or collect 

other users' NFT are possible too.  It can be regarded as a social network based on NFT transactions, which is fully 

applicable to the business scenario of C to C in the third stage of the product ecosystem. In the future, users can 

play diversified roles in the free trading model, where users can purchase Ore NFT, sell it to a star/ user who likes 

the corresponding NFT, so as to achieve joint creation of NFT. 

 

In the Eternal Bond ecosystem, there are sales of Eternal Bond, Ore tokens and various NFTs. One portion of the 
revenue will be contributed to the burning of the TOKAU Tokens in proportion. As part of the members' earnings, 

users are encouraged to stake or convert TOKAU into generic digital assets such as Ore NFT. The overall trading 

system will contribute to the sustainable appreciation and evolution of the Tokau ecosystem. 

 

The cooperated platform charges a commission of all the NFT transactions in the Eternal Bond ecosystem 

accordingly, and a portion of the revenues are used to buy back and burn the TOKAU tokens. Depending on the NFT 

transaction, Eternal Bond will adjust the release rate of TOKAU on a daily basis and adjust the future plan according 
to the parameter E. The commission amount is settled on each natural day (UTC 0:00 to UTC 0:00 the next day). The 

total amount of TOKAU transactions participating in various businesses on the platform will be summarized daily 

(𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒, 𝑇𝑎𝑢𝑐𝑡>𝑜𝑛, 𝑇𝑏𝑜𝑥...） 

 

Supposing that the profit sharing coefficient of the platform is Sk, the Bond grade coefficient is R, the total amount 

of bond commissions in the system on that day is 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒, then the main formula will be as follows: 

 

𝑻𝒏 = (𝑺𝟏𝑻𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒆 + 𝑺𝟐𝑻𝒂𝒖𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏+𝑺𝟑𝑻𝑏𝑜𝑥 + +𝑺𝟒𝑻𝒃𝒆𝒕 + ⋯ + 𝑺𝒌𝑻𝒏) ∗ 𝑹 

W 

𝑻𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖 =  + 𝑻𝒏 



 

 

𝒏7𝟏 

𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒆/𝒕𝒐𝒌𝒂𝒖 

W 

=  X Y  𝑻𝒏  Z ∗ 𝑬 

𝑻𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 

 

Community Decentralized Governance 
Star-centered content is the core value of the Eternal Bond ecosystem. The star content represented in NFT, the 
second update of NFT content caused by the upgrade of the star fan card, and the different star benefits included in 
different levels of NFT are all innovations of Eternal Bond in content development. The Eternal Bond has a lot of the 
world's biggest stars IP, and more contents will be generated continuously with the interaction between stars and 
fans based on fan cards.  
 
In the current Eternal Bond ecosystem, TOKAU plays the role of Curator, who is often mentioned in the blind box 
economy. Curator's core competence is mining artists, planning and interpreting the corresponding NFT concepts. In 
other words, Curator takes on an important role in NFT value discovery, becoming an important medium between 
encryption artists and collectors.  
 
TOKAU's designers, planning and creative departments and artists will create the works based on the star's 
character, personal design and classic roles in their works. Creative high quality artworks content is for the purpose 
of increasing NFT value. As the ecosystem grows, Eternal Bond users can also take on the role of Eternal Bond 
Curators, like making their own personalized creative initiatives, initiating Eternal Bonds and even creating Eternal 
Bonds with stars and other users together. 
 
The role of content creation, production, decision making, dissemination, and consumption are important in the 
Eternal Bond ecosystem. In the future development plan, Eternal Bond's content production will realize the 
decentralized governance of the community. All members involved in governance will receive a certain proportion 
of NFT sales, and can even freely trade their own capabilities to conduct decentralized governance for the content 
production of a star by collaborating with other members. Part of NFT sales will be given to participating members 
as incentives, and the free market with social attributes described above is the foundation of community 
decentralized governance. 
 



 

 

5. Economics Model  
  
There are two types of digital assets in the Eternal Bond system: NFT and TOKAU. 

 

NFT assets include the Eternal Bond fan card, the ore token, and star benefits NFT, all generated by either BEP721 
or BEP1155.  

TOKAU is the BEP20 token, which can be used to buy NFT products, participate in transactions or obtain various 
services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50% ecological 
evolution 

500 trillion 
pieces 

Various NFT transactions within the system and proceeds from the 
platform are destroyed to support the ecosystem 

10% private 
placement 

100 trillion 
pieces 

Release 10% before IDO, release 30% one month after IDO, 
complete release 3 months after IDO 

15% airdrop 150 trillion 
pieces 

Targeted airdrop for community and star fans 

5% initial liquidity 50 trillion 
pieces 

Initial liquidity pool and liquidity mining 

5%IDO 
5%IDO 

50 trillion 
pieces 

IDO 
IDO 

15%Team 150 trillion 
pieces 

Lock up for 3 years, release will be released evenly in 36 months 



 

 

Token Circulation 
TOKAU can be used for various NFT transactions in Eternal Bond ecosystem. 
Users can get TOKAU income and Ore tokens by staking and mining. 
Ore tokens can be used to upgrade Eternal Bond Fan Cards, powering up staking mining, and increase the chance of 
winning a lucky prize. 
The NFT will be sold in TOKAU as the main currency and will also be linked to other NFT platforms such as BNB/USD 
with BTC as the main token. In partnership with Paybby digital bank, TOKAU has set up a cash payment channel for 
NFT transactions on its website, with the aim of making it easier for global users to purchase Bond and other NFT 
products directly with cash in US dollars. The revenue generated by Tokau is used to buy back TOKAU in the 
secondary market after deducting operating costs and the share of the cooperation platform . 
 

Deflation mechanism 
TOKAU Tokens will be burnt after we buy it back from the market and the cost is mainly from the revenue of Eternal 

Bond based NFT. 

 

Tokau will continue to prosper by burning 30% of tokens per fiscal year.  Tokau will achieve the effect of basically 

halving by the end of the second year. The maximum amount of TOKAU tokens we will burn is 90% by the 7th fiscal 

year) in order to maintain a healthy ecosystem. 

 

 Jun.202
2 

Jun.202
3 

Jun.202
4 

Jun.202
5 

Jan.202
6 

Jan.202
7 

  

Annual destruction / 
burning 

3.00E+1
4 

2.10E+
14 

1.47E+
14 

1.03E+
14 

7.20E+
13 

5.04E+
13 

  

Remaining percentage 70.0% 49.0% 34.3% 24.0% 16.8% 11.8%   



 

 

6. Timeline  
 

 

Founding Team  
Dennis Tok, CEO, based in Japan, has years of professional experience in the USA, years of experience in the 
internet and media fields, great connection with comics and the entertainment industry. 
Miranda Tok COO, based in the US. Senior investment banker and lawyer. 
She has worked with the New York Times, professional experience investing in the entertainment industry and 
Hollywood, and nurtured great connections with Hollywood A-listers. 

 
Official Website: http://Tokau.io/  

Twitter: TOKAU_JP  

Instagram: Tokau_jp  

medium: https://medium.com/@tokaujapan 

Discord: https://discord.gg/JTq8M2emDT 

YouTube: https://youtu.be/PY1t1sMpYxU  

Telegram: https://t.me/NU233  

email: Tokaujapan@gmail.com 

 

 

Jan.01 2021 TOKAU project set up in Tokyo , Team building completed. 

Jun.07 2021 IDO on BakerySwap , started trading pairs on BakerySwap exchange. 

Jun.15 2021 Starry NFT (BEP-721) make and sale, stake TOKAU to earns more tokens. 

Aug 31  2021 Eternal Bond beta released. 

Dec 01 2021 Eternal Bond V1.0 released, ORE began to be used in Eternal Bond 

Feb.01 2022 Eternal Bond V2.0, Users can share their stake income with idols. 

dec.15 2022 NFTs of stars can be staked as an anchor asset for issuing Eternal Bond. 

Jun.01 2022 Multichain support, ETH & WAX & DOT version via Polka Foundry. 

Dec.31 2022 The amount of Bonds reached 12M, TOKAU staked worth more than $250M. 

  TOKAU Ecosystem Centered On Eternal Bond NFTs has been built. 

https://medium.com/@tokaujapan
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